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- (Lukas Lund): [So, it's going.]

(Carolyn F. Strauss): [Okay, great.]

- [And the first question I normally ask everybody really is, when you're about to have

this conversation about listening, where does listening then start for you? Do you

have some kind of experience where you go back and say, this is where I think back to

about listening? Do you have some other point of entry when it comes to listening that

you are returning to?]

[Gosh, it's such a good... It's an interesting question, because I think that, as I've said, I mean,

in terms of, in terms of slow research labs, like, you know, kind of embrace of] listening as a

tool of slow practice, [as we start to call it, we... It was when I was making, or I should say

we, because I had a co-editor, we were making the first slow reader, and that I had made this

decision to use the space of the margin to bring some of these tools in. So whether or not one

of the authors, because they're all collections of essays by different authors, so whether or

not an author was specifically writing about listening, if I interpreted that what they were

saying was a form of listening, then I would put listening in the margin, and in the end in the

book, and I have to send you, you don't have the first reader, right? ]

- [I actually don't, no. I haven't been able to find them.]

[Yeah, but we'll talk about that afterwards. But and then for each time this list thinking

appears, so when you see listening in the margin, it says listening, and then there's like page,

you know, 20 other page numbers, basically.] So it was an encouragement to people to say, to

connect listening, someone listening to landscape, for example, to a completely different kind

of listening from a different disciplinary perspective in another part of the book, and kind of

encouraging people to find these dialogues and to use it, yeah, to use it as a tool for, as a way

of navigating the book also. [ So when you ask me like about listening, that for me is

probably the first, the really conscious space that I was reading and rereading, you know,

these contributed texts and, and, and thinking about like, when, when, when for me as the

editor and my own interpretation that it was about listening. So yeah, that's, does that make

sense? That's kind of, it's not, it's not my original, it's not my, it's not like the first time I

thought about listening, but it maybe has made a,] that experience of extract, interpreting,
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extracting, finding, and trying to then link together to other practices was the first kind of

more robust kind of way of approaching listening somehow.

- [And I think I'm realizing that, that you are fairly, perhaps intellectual language

thinking person. So it'd be maybe nice to, to start out with you also defining listening,

because usually I work the other way around, like speaking from the practice. But I'm

curious about what is your first initiate idea or concept for what listening is kind of a

practice. And then of course we can change that afterwards.] What would be a first

definition?

[What's really funny is that, well, okay, I will answer that. But what's really funny is that I

was just talking with this friend about the fact that I think I'm,] I'm much more of a spatial

person overall. And I hadn't thought about that, but I realized that I do think about things

spatially a lot. [And even what I was even talking now about where we were in the

Badhusadhan, what happened with the performance and that it was a kind of a spatial. Yeah.

I, I, I mean, I will remember it also in very much in spatial terms. So, so listening is never

like for me, yeah, that] space is always there somehow. I mean, of course, listening… space is

a conductor of sound if you think about it just purely from sound. But yeah. I think even if

you're very intimate with someone and you're really listening into their body or to their

experience or something. Yeah, the body and the space is always implicated in it somewhere,

somehow. [And even that's I think why what Jasper kind of contributed that was, you know,

put on the website was so that I was talking about] this abstract in the concrete. I really like

that a lot because the concrete, it makes, it makes a lot of sense for me. And I don't know if

I'm getting too far out there if I say this, but like I've actually noticed that I think there's a lot

more information that's being transmitted on the concrete level than the actual, what he

termed the abstract level that the brain is making sense of. [And I have that direct experience

sometimes and often recently, almost every time, like I give a talk or something, I see, I can

see in an audience or among people how it's entering them. And it has to do, it doesn't

actually have anything to do with what I'm saying.] What I'm saying, the abstract part, is the

premise for which they're, under which they're listening to me. But actually there's a whole

other level of listening and of receiving or exchanging that's going on.

- [I think that with the concreteness, what is being transmitted concretely, changes the

power dynamics, because it's not necessarily you give a speech,] who are perhaps the
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conductor of the concreteness. The concrete is something more shared, more

conditioned in some way, [whereas of course you can control the abstract words that

you're choosing, but you hold this sort of control over the concreteness of it. ]

[But also the way that, I mean, just to specify the way that Jesper was writing about] the

concrete, [ it was also to say that, the way I interpret it anyway, is to say that like] it would

enter your cells and your, it would enter your body in a different way and find its way than it

would maybe with someone else. And that's what's a beautiful, [like, you know, like when

Holger was saying something, I can't remember what he was saying, just at the end when we

were sitting together, when the others had left, and I was thinking about, well, I don't know if

it was after the others had left, but I was thinking about how I went to this, I was like at a

retreat once and then there was like a room where they were doing some, someone was

giving a talk about leadership, I don't know, whatever, that doesn't matter, please don't, but I

went into this thing and this guy was saying, you know, when you give a, when you're giving

a speech, like you want to be, you want everybody's eyes and attention fixated on you and

you want to be, you know, and I was just like, that's not how I experience, I was like, that's

not how I experience it, like, I show up somewhere and then I know the people who have the

ear to listen and who are ready or ready to listen or who are receiving the concrete or

however they,] I just trust that it's all happening the way it's meant to happen. I'm not trying

to reach every single person in that room, that's not even a, [yeah, I found that, yeah.]

- It's a beautiful thing with the trust as this premise of interacting or protecting or

gathering, [because I think for me trust is, if not the most essential part, it's definitely

one of the enablers to do all the other things, like if you don't have it, then there's so

many things that's just impossible to do.]

[Exactly.]

- [And it's both with the humans,] but it's also with the more than humans interactions,

like trust goes both within the realm of the known, but also in the realm of the

unknown, and if you really want to reach far out, you need to trust, [at least the way I

feel it.]
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[Yeah, I agree, and you need the, and the trust, part of the trust is the, I mean I kept using this

word attention, but I was thinking, what is it in quantum listening also that, because I've been

looking at that recently, that's why, you know, just what Pauline Olivero said] about the

listener, was it the receiver, the written down, the effect of listening, like you have to, you

know, this, the cup knows that I'm listening to it, and then…

- [the cup alternates the perceived. ]

[So whether human or more than, non-human or more than human, whatever, it's a, yeah, it

is also a practice of attention and awareness that then, yeah,] so the cup can speak to me

because it trusts that I actually am giving, it measures my quality of attention, and then it's

going to continue to reveal information, I'm going to be able to listen and receive more

information from it.

- [Yes, and it's beautiful to think of that as a, as Olivero is putting it, as a quantum

premise, because] it is like outscaling us, like we are just tiny pieces, but our tininess

is still affecting back on the grandness that we cannot even comprehend, and that is a

relationship that I really feel is also embodying trust, that you can be in that

relationship is a sign of trust.

[And you can trust, as she would say, like this larger field, that the expanded field that it's all

part of, because you, yeah, but which to me is again, yeah,] it's very linked to these ideas

around not knowing, and I'm trusting that.

- [But would you like to say some more about that, with] your concept of not knowing?

Not knowing is just like… not knowing makes everything else possible.

- [Yeah. And will you elaborate on that?]

I'm thinking about how to do it. [Well, I mean, it's really, but it's not that I'm trying to give a

line. It's the fact that] when you move into a space of not knowing, which is different than a

space of uncertainty, by the way, [you're, like I was saying earlier, you're,] you're free. And

you don't have to be, it's partly what I was saying about, you don't have to be the knower
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anymore. So you get, you know, if you look at it in terms of the knower, the white Western

colonial enlightenment, whatever thinker, knower, suddenly you don't have to be that person

anymore, [which is what I was trying to say about Jesper breaking the clock, you know, like

breaking out of time, breaking out of, yeah, not like with a deep respect to Bach and to the

clock actually,] but finding this, like, you know, creating this kind of, not even a rupture, just

like slipping into another dimension of it. [So and I guess it happens in that space, maybe

with Jesper's piece, it happens in that space in between the notes,] which would be a kind of

ambiguous, terror, or unknown, the potentiality of what lies in between, but it could be the

potentiality of the difference, temporal distance between you know, between slightly different

ones.

- [Also between Jesper and the people and the space, because I feel like, like breaking

the clock is also us in the room, people going in and out of the room, is also like, the

thing that Jesper in some ways is conducting with, and it's being sensible to, and his

clock, like, as you said, like, it was like, it's not the triumph of the clock, the triumph

of the clock is really destroying that tyranny, but I think that that's also the space

between the audience and Jesper and the clock,] that the clock cannot govern

humanity, cannot govern that spatial, social relationship, it would just fail.

[Yeah, I completely agree. And at the same time, well, there were, in the very beginning,

when it was just the three of us, Jesper was like a little bit disappointed, you know, or he was

like, how are we going to do this if it's only us three, you know, like, and he wasn't trusting

that enough initially and then there were also other moments where he was trying to perform

for the people, so he stayed a bit longer at the piano rather than taking the break that he

wanted to take, or he, you know, and those were, but that's, yeah, that's like, just part of the,

you know, what he was experiencing, and also maybe like,] sort of breaking that persona of

the performer or of the, yeah.

- But I'd like to return to the idea of the, of not being the knower, [like, getting rid of

that, because I think] in order to be the listener, to be that person who listens, you

really need to let go of the knowing, both of the other, of the context of what you are

listening into, because in the minute that you think that you do know, then you are

projecting [your notice onto what you're listening to, or you are interpreting what you
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are getting in a very straight manner, and not allowing for reinterpretations of

something new. So I really feel that] the non-knower is also the listener.

[Yeah. And I, now I'm going to go back to your first question, because I realized that it was

through a colleague, friend, who's become a good friend, Alessandro Pomarico, who

contributed to both of the last books, I remember saying many years ago, talking about his

practices at] this pedagogical experiment that she started with some other people, listening as

a, listening without the need to respond, [so right, I mean, so because you're listening, ]

because then you're listening, you're not, like you said, you're not projecting while the person

is telling you, while a person is speaking, or even a situation is speaking to you, you're not

projecting past, like, can you step out of that, projecting your own ideas, because you're not

really listening, like you said, you're not really listening if you're coming at it from this state

of, this state of knowing, or thinking you know better, or even thinking you know what the

person's already talking about. [So giving the space, giving the space to just receive, and I

think something that I'm sure you would concur, ] but something like humans get really

uncomfortable with, like there being too much space around, [you know, a lot of] people who

like to fill up space with their voices, [or who like to, I mean, I'm a person who, I have certain

friends, I have one friend especially in particular, but, where we just really realized many

years ago that we really] enjoy just being in silence together. [And we also share things, but I

remember he said that he's from India, he lives in India, and he said like, yeah, ] the only

other person he had that with was with his mother, just this feeling, and I think I have that

with my son [as well, like feeling very, well, maybe you have that with family members

anyway, you're around each other, you don't feel a need, you have to talk to each other all the

time.]

- [No getting too much work.]

[Yeah, yeah, yeah. But it's funny, because my own mother does that, and she doesn't have an

awareness of, it says, I really, like I was just with her, it really says a lot to me, whenever I

experience it, of how much she's actually really listening, or not, because if she were listening

into the situation, or even into me and who I am, she would somehow recalibrate her, yeah,

how much she's talking, or asking questions, or wanting to talk, you know, because it's not

really mine.]
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- Or just a kind of question, you would be asking.

[Yeah, yeah, yeah. ]

- [ But it's funny, because] I also feel we need to disclaim the idea of not knowing,

because we are the kind of being that is in a knowing state. We do store, archive,

some kind of knowledge, we cannot undo that completely, [so I think it's also

interesting to maybe think about it as] making yourself insecure about what you

know, because you cannot let go of the knowledge, not completely, but you can be in

this doubtful relationship to it, and you can offer… I don't know, cracks in it, you can

offer something else to step in, step in through the walls of knowledge, because quite

often I feel there's like this binary between knowing and not knowing, but you're

always in this knowing state of not being able to know, [it's like both at the same time.

Yeah, yeah. I just wanted to put that in.]

[Yeah, I like that. And I also at the same time, for me not knowing is not the, yeah, it's not,

yeah,] it's not to negate knowing in any way, [as you just said, it's to actually, and when I say

it's also kind of liberating, it's because it's this freedom of not,] this freedom of entering into

this field. For me, not knowing is a field of potentiality that might not ever be penetrated, like

it may reveal small new things, and it may not, [and it's so there's this like, there's this, there's

this thickness to it, and there's beauty to it that for me is like, yeah, or like I always say to

people, you know, like, or in workshops or things like this, you know, that] certain scientists

will say that humans really only know like 4% of what's going on around us, like we can only

perceive 4%, [like this planet, right?]

- [And what is the relationship between the other 96% informing back on the 4% that

we do know? Yeah. That's a relationship we do not have access to know.]

[Yeah.]

- So we are really in some kind of limbo of knowledge.

[But that's where, but that's again, it's what I just think knowledge is, and Edouard Glissant

would say this as well, like] knowledge is like… it's the oppressor, [you know, he would say
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like in his theory of like opacity,] it's like this difference between transparency and opacity is

to say like, like the oppressor always wants the oppressed to be transparent, because they

want to know, because they're the knowers, [ they don't like being there, they want to try to

know exactly who, you know, who and what and how and, and yeah, to me, there's something

well, anyway,] I don't I won't get into that. [ But what I wanted to say about this 4% thing is

that we've often had like workshops or things and just say like, maybe what we're doing, like

what we just did Saturday and today,] it's just trying to get to like 4.0001%. We're just

pushing, you know, like, something. Something happened. [ And that like what you were

saying that enters that] that's enters the quantum field or that or that tiny shift in awareness

enters the quantum field. [And that's how like, that's one way I truly believe what I said that

like, it wasn't frivolous or or just like a luxurious kind of privilege thing that we were there on

Saturday] while Gaza was bombed, you know, while this conflict was breaking out. I mean,

yes, of course, it was in terms of the safety, the safety we all enjoy and the relative… like,

you know, like privilege we do enjoy, but it's that's not what that's not what happened. What

happened was really I think that we were holding space through that listening process

through that spatial being in space together [and through whatever Jesper was doing with the

clock, you know, and we were expanding. Yeah, we were. Yeah.]

- [That holding space is like a resistance in some way towards the idea that we can do

all right with just the knowing, yeah, the information, because as you say, with the

conflict in the Gaza Strip between Israel and Hamas, that is that there's so many

things in that] there's so many knowns in that, which we focus on. But there's also a

lot of unknowns that hold a greater power over that conflict that we do not work with

[in some way. Like I'm not an expert on it, but holding a space,] holding a space for

that unknowingness to enter is a resistance [to perhaps being too unnuanced about

anything. And that resistance in thought and way of being is what is needed for any

conflict. But that's a personal statement. Yeah.]

[And and, you know, Sybil, was that her name, Sybil?]

- [Sigrid.]

[Sigrid, yes. She was saying how like in our small group, how her how the the the

Palestinian-Israeli, you know, conflict overall, but what's happening right now, how it was so
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how it had kind of the information had kind of just come over and lodged in her body and she

doesn't know what to do with it. It's making her feel really bad and feel and doesn't have a

place to put it or and yeah, and that's and you can put it places through, you know, getting

involved with a direct action and aid organization. Like, you know, we were just not we were

saying about the Pussy Riot, but like the and at the same time, like, OK, but what are the

other yeah,] what are the other practices? [I mean, like what you're doing with the bureau and

what's the research lab is doing like and] they are as they're less they're less tangible and

they're less easy to quantify. So that's why, [ you know, like like] those anomalies that don't

get discarded as opposed to being fed into the, [you know, the the actual valid information or

fed into the machine or whatever. It's yeah, but then cumulative ] cumulatively, they reveal

something. [ And that's what I was saying about this kind of it's not sedimentation, but it's an

accumulation. Like it's taken me 20 years with Slow Research Lab and now people are

getting what it is like, like there's an there's a nothing but accumulation of information,

approach, writings, whatever different. Yeah. And then it's and then suddenly] and it's maybe

not even that people are getting it and then saying, oh, that's interesting. [And I want to. But

somehow that because it's there, that accumulation or that that that body of knowledge, then,

you know, then like the person, like the one in our slow listening group who said she was

like in the bookshop, it's like, yeah, it's whatever Camden Art Center, whatever, and just

passed the book and saw it and just was like, there's something going on here. And that's

something going on is part of the accumulation that somehow or that's yeah.]

- I think it's important to underline that accumulation with the non-tangible elements.

[That is, you know, you cannot quantify that relationships happening. The gatherings

are informal or they are in a way that] you don't know, how to archive. [You don't

know how to prove a point about it. The book is, of course, a tangible object that

people can interact with. But the book also comes from so many like a vast, like 20

years of experience. And like there's so many things in that that cannot go into the

book, but it still exists and creates a space around it.] And I think that holding space

of intangible elements is a kind of freedom and a kind of resistance and a kind of

insisting on perhaps in many ways a truer sense of the world because you have this

unknowingness as part of it, it is integrated. [And it's put there out in the front. ] I

think that's beautiful. But I also think it's politically important.
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[It's politically important. Yeah, because it's also like it said in our space just now. It's a form

of resistance. ] It's resisting, of course, capitalist accumulation, like what you're doing, what

we're doing. It's resisting.

- [And we can, of course, talk about it from our affiliations, but it's also for me a

reminder of all the many groups throughout history that have always been doing this.

] It's just a natural, in some sense of the word, natural way of being human. That we

have these ways of gathering. We have these ways of being together and being with

the unknown rather than constantly focusing on the known. [ Again, I'm not really an

expert, but] sometimes I have this feeling in my body that the idea of the known is

like this very new, modern concept.

[But it is or not, but it is. ] But that's what I'm saying. It is new. [ It is new. And it came from,

you know, it came from very, you know, you can probably systematically look back on

where, you know, where it came from and how it and how it especially] how it is the

separation between humans and the rest of nature, for example. [That's probably like when it

happened, you know, when someone decided that this was a lot easier way to, you know, the

extractivist frontier and everything else. It's like everything is justified when we are separate

from nature. So it's like] when knowing is separate from or a certain kind of knowledge, a

certain kind of certain epistemologies are more privileged over others or given more weight

than others.

- [At least in the Western world, we can pinpoint that with the thesis of René Degas

and the modern way of thinking that separate exactly as you say, the knowing from

the body and the perhaps experienced world into this more abstract intellectual way of

knowing, which is a weird thought. But that's the very place of like pinpointing a

different kind of knowing that separates and categorize the world.]

[I really like I learned this from a colleague, Alastair Fortluke, years ago, and I got really

into it like this,] the Goethean way of knowing, [you know, like this Goethean approach to

science, you know, where you actually have these very concrete, it's based on these concrete

like, OK, now I'm going to, you know, observation, everything I can see. This is not as good

an example as this.] Everything I can observe about this piece of wood, bark, whatever it is

that I'm holding for the purpose of the recording, and scientifically I can measure it. There are
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all kinds of things I can do. And then I can kind of use my imagination to zoom out or I can

also use, you know, here's a stone. So like a piece of stone or something, maybe it's concrete,

actually, I don't know. But anyway, like I can also say I can understand processes over

geological time that would have brought this and the movements of water and climate and all

kinds of things that made a stone. So that you can also zoom out to this bigger picture of like

it's not only quantifying. [Don't worry about the time because I can get there a little bit later.

It's not only quantifying the stone, you know,] by measuring it and the color and all these

things. [But then I can say, OK, this is like coming from here and it's probably in the ice age,

probably traveled across this distance, you know. ] And then you can also cast your

imagination into other spaces. You can use the imagination then to zoom in and out [ to like

to do these like like these. He would do these like really soft focus exercises and things to

like then because then more information gets revealed and it's born perhaps from the space

of imagination, but also from the space of, like you were saying, the mind that does know

some things and have some experiences. ] So you're kind of picking up on these other traces

or picking up on these other pieces and then you're also maybe projecting a bit. But then you

have a picture of the stone, the piece of wood, the flower, whatever it is that is like what he

would say is part of these flowing. You're seeing it in terms of flowing processes.

- And those flowing processes resonate with me with the slowness of your work. [ And

I was wondering if it's about time to make that connection between slowness and

listening. And it would be nice if you would maybe ground the idea of slowness. One

thing is like this image of the flowing processes and this soft focusing that is at least

for me something to do with the slowness. But but what what is it for you?]

What is slowness or what is slowness of listening?

- [No, just slowness.]

Well, it's good you say what it is for me, because slowness is different for everyone.

[Although there are the more you get to know slowness and the more you work with it, the

better you get it like very quickly identifying when something is slow or when it's not. So

that's a that's a very that's a super interesting thing. And other people, as they practice it or as

they learn more, they also get they also get better at it. But normally when people ask me, oh,

slowness, your works about slowness, what's that?] I can only speak in terms of, you know,
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like I sound like a broken record like that. It's not, you know, it's, of course, literally slowing

down, decelerating and all the things you notice or, you know, look at the clouds reflecting in

the water. I mean, it's so beautiful. So all the things that you know, that all the things when

you go more slowly that you notice the little details and and your body is different, your heart

rate kind of slows down. And there's, you know, so there are those things about literally

physically slowing down, decelerating also as a form of resistance, you know, like standing

still really as a form of resistance. But then slowness to me is also like that… it's this I would

say it's this kind of expanded lens through which then we can look at everything. [ So along

to keep with the flowing processes, go to an idea to save like now I'm understanding this

moment in like in relation to, you know, like like can I begin to imagine I do this with

students like] can you begin to imagine this place? What was here before? You can imagine

who was sitting in these chairs before. What kind of traces have they left? What kind of

DNA traces have they left? Where are they now? [They're somewhere else out in the city

somewhere. So you can begin to map like very specifically that then you] oh, what was here

before this house? What or what was this little house before it was this cafe? And then what

was this what was here before this was here and what was here before this water was here or

was it water, [you know, and then you can go back and you can continue to kind of zoom out

and like imagine a place coming into being over time and went over time and when you are

longer stretches of time and when you do that,] you also gain the possibility to project or

begin to imagine what it might become and how it might evolve into the future. [ So suddenly

you have this you're working from this. I mean, in terms of linear time, you're working on

this much longer like time horizon and then you can also,] through slowness, choose to step

out of the consensus of time and experience time or think about time differently [ like we did

this weekend. So so there are these like. So what I just described just in terms of this place

where we're sitting has to do with time and has to do with space.] It has to do with scales of

perception [and it is all kind of occurring on the planet or the surface of the planet. But] that

for me is like applying a slow lens. [ That's about being slow or and when you can you do

that in all kinds of different situations and interpersonal relationships and, you know, and

really and that's where again] to get back to listening as an active intimacy, listening as

sometimes very intimate. [Part of that question that I asked in the seminar was also about]

can you establish, I didn't say it in that way, but intimacy with with someone or something

that's very far away, not just empathy, but can you intimacy across vast stretches of time and

distance [even, you know, I mean, it's like, yeah, I felt like really inclined to say to Jesper

actually like came to me on Saturday when in the experience] it was very profound. I realized
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that I was so happy that he and I were like alive on the planet at the same time. And then I

thought, wow, actually everyone we meet in this lifetime is alive at the same time. [And this

planet is like billions of years old, you know, and I mean, humans haven't been around that

long. But so…]

- [But just to pinpoint that, because that very simple concept of like just being glad and

value and also] being wondering about that we are actually here, [like this is, this very

basic idea of like, all right, this is and not something else.] It could have been

endlessly different. But this is what is. And I appreciate it. I'm wondering about it and

I take it in [and I'm focusing on that this is rather than anything else.]

[And you as a philosopher are here now asking these questions. I don't mean these questions

in our conversation, but that's also your... Yeah.] This is and you are an important person

who's asking the questions about it, about this moment, which is fascinating. It's super cool.

- [But let's also add some meta layers on what we are talking about, because the space

of the conversation, both where we are now with the sounds and the people and the

past shared experiences, but also] the whole idea of the conversation as a space for

listening and slowness and wondering. [For me, it allows like, because conversation is

a space where that can happen, it's also a very interesting testing ground. It's a place

where you can investigate, examine different things of slowness, of listening, of

things that take place in that conversation. And I'm curious because you are, I can

feel, an experienced conversationalist. So] in what way do you think about slowness

and listening in that space of the conversation?

Well, it's interesting because there's a difference between having a dialogue and having a

conversation.

- [And what's the difference for you?]

The difference is that a dialogue is where the conversation, the space of the dialogue… is

where the conversation is opening up. It's a third space. It's a new space that's opening up

within the conversation. [So it's like I'm planning this conversation with this artist in Mexico

City next month. Right. And we're going to have a public conversation and talk about, in a
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way, we're going to be reiterating ideas that we've already shared with each other and talking

about where this work and his exhibition has come from and through our maybe previous

dialogue or something. I mean, we've definitely had a dialogue, but we're going to be having

a conversation. We're not going to be having actually a dialogue in that space. I've been

referring to it as a conversation because that's and that's the difference. But I also don't think

that dialogue, there is something. Yeah, it's a it's a it's a kind of a.]

- [It's only two, because you can have a monologue and then you have the dialogue that

is two entities intertwining, that's beautiful. But but] but there's so much more at risk.

[ Yeah. And all that, at least for me, become more present in the conversation. Yeah.

There's not like a specific number of subjects in a conversation and] you're not

necessarily in control [of what the subjects are or you know what the subjects are in

the conversation. But in a dialogue, you descale it down to just two and then you

focus deeply on that. That would be my view.]

[Yeah, but I think it could be it is definitely does have to do with scale. It goes back to the

question you were asking about being an intimate group and how different this just now in

the listening seminar and how different that was. And even when we broke into two groups

of four, suddenly, yeah. Or if we had your original, that we would be in two. Yeah, that there

is the scale, the scale is really the scale is really important. And I think that but so slowness

and listening and yeah, the listener, I don't know. Yeah, it's yeah. But it's like so think about

the listeners at the conversation we're going to have in Mexico City, you know, then they are

kind of an audience. Also, the configuration is really different if we sit in a circle and we

have the conversation, you know, like I think what Holger was like across the sort of like he

and I have a conversation across the circle. It's also different if you sit and like we're sitting

on the front in the gallery and everybody's sitting over there facing us. It's a completely

different. It's like just witnessing, watching conversation and maybe, yeah, listening and

forming one's own ideas and writing things down, you know, people in the so-called the

audience. But yeah, it's a good question, actually, even if I think about that event, like how to

engage, yeah,] what will be the way to engage the listener to make the listening experience

different, more textured, more rich, more doesn't have to be participatory. [I don't I didn't

agree with what Holger said about like having a doing something on Zoom and everybody

has to introduce themselves. I don't think that that's needs to be a prerequisite for being

together in a virtual space or any kind of space. ] Everybody has different, different ways of
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being and expressing themselves and being present or speaking or not. [ Yeah. So. But am I

getting off the thread of your question about listening and slowness in the conversation, I

think. ]

- [ I think there's multiple threads.]

[But I think but I think it's like to also recognize that that dialogue space is I mean,] it's like

what's being said and what's also not being said. It's like allowing that's not-knowing or the

unknown to be a dialogue partner in that space. [And that's also. And and not because, you

know, it's like it's like you meet it's like I felt this with Jesper, I don't know why, but like I feel

like I felt so immediate. I mean, also you, I feel like you're just so you're so welcoming and

caring. And but somehow with us, it's like we just] it's like an old friend I've known for a

long time. But where does that come from? You know, like immediately comfortable,

immediate, like a feeling of comfort. [And and the way the three of us operated in that space

and really toward the end, you know, which is all three sitting on the same thing next to me.

And he gets up to take a break and comes and sits. There's still some people there. And we're

just in our, you know, it was super nice. So it's like there is something else, you know, ]

they're always there, other things that are operating and we cannot know or we'll never know.

We'll never know exactly what compelled you to… [I mean, you're definitely sort of a

catalyst in it somehow, but like compelled you to bring us together in this, you know.]

- [But I feel that's something that's really present in the conversation. We might not

think about it because we are like talking and we are listening and we are feeling in

the conversation. But there's also breaks in that conversation. There's also so many

reasons and experiences going into what is being said and listened to and the way we

are bodily present that we do not know. We do not have access to. And I really feel

that I respond to something, I resonate with something.] There's still all the other

things. And I don't know what they are, but I know that they are there. And that

knowing of what I don't know.

And that's trusting. It's trusting what you don't know.

- [And I feel like using the three of us, Jesper, you and I, as an example, I think there's a

lot of things that we do not know about each other because we have only recently met.
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] But I think what we do know about each other is that all three of us know that and

we are all right with that and we are inviting that in.

[Yeah, exactly. And that's for me. That's wonderful.]

- [And sometimes you voice it, sometimes we don't voice what we don't know.]

[Yeah.]

- But there are different ways of communicating that I'm all right with that.

[Yeah, I like that. I also I really like what you just said about it's. Yeah. It was and like I

mean, you have a different experience with Holger, so you feel that he would have been part

of our family, but I don't know him, so I don't I didn't really get that feeling. But you know,

but but also circumstantially, it worked out as he did, that he was not there. But I like that

because some people will. ] Many people will or would resist that, that's not only embracing

the not-knowing, but like you said, it's you kind of just stating it in terms of consent in a way

[like like being just like. Yeah, that's why I feel I feel completely this trip for me is like this

almost like not surrendering. But I was saying I used that word with Jasper earlier about how

when he surrendered to the to the experience and he said he definitely felt that the experience

of the performing the piece. And I think that like it's a lot of people are resistant. A lot of

people do not. You know,] they don't yet have the trust. [ They don't yet have the the I don't

know, the sense of and I'm the first year. I mean, you're amazing at your age that you have

what you have, because I mean, I know I had a lot when I was 26, but] I definitely did not

have that trust or that groundedness of wondering and wondering. [ And, you know, I mean,

so you're you're definitely kind.]

- [Yeah, but it's that's a big compliment.]

[But it's but I have definitely cultivated it. Well, I mean, it's true. So please take it because

you're really an exceptional, incredible person.]

- [I will definitely fragmentize that.]
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[But so but some people it's almost saying to me recently, because I'm really I mean, I really

when I talk about] being a curator, you know, it's also about making unlikely combinations of

people or situations. [And and usually I know I mean, even though I say it's like not knowing,

I have a very strong intuition for when it's going to work or things that are going to work.

And it's the best when like the people you invite also just come in and immediately trust the

way we did with you, you know,] implicitly trust the situation.

- [It was very easy for me. I can also disclaim that it was the easiest project with you

two ever. Like other things were difficult, but but with you, very easy.]

[Oh, nice. Yeah, but I implicitly trusted you and I just like this thing about finding my own

place to stay or whatever like that, finding organizing my like that's like fine. That's normal,

you know. And also it was never a it was never like I was saying, like I've been in

Copenhagen for four days, haven't been in the city at all. You know, I've been like working in

my Airbnb. ]

- [I think not going to a city center is a good sign.]

[Yeah.]

- [And that means that you have a different sense of something, because why do we

want to go to the center or at least the known center or the idea of a certain center? ]

That's a very dominant structure to adapt to.

[Yeah.]

- [And I don't know. I think we should decentralize a lot of things, at least with our

thinking, our way of organizing.]

[But I mean, just in the sense that I didn't go out and like even when I was for two, two days

in Århus, like in March, you know, I went like a student wanted to talk and I said, let's go for

a walk because I haven't, you know, we took this big walk in the city and talked because I

was just like, yeah, I'd like to get a sense of where I am and here. Like I said, I haven't been

here in such a long time, but I was really like for me, it was about us being together. It was
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about that space. It was basically like my little Airbnb that was very cozy and nice and that

space and not much else. And I feel like really super full and satisfied and happy with this

experience. It was just amazing.]

- [I'm very glad to hear that.]

[Yeah, it was really amazing.]

- [But I want to add another thing because I realized that with my age, I have certain

experiences. But I think with] the study of philosophy as a discipline into not

knowing, to have that privilege of actually being occupied with just not knowing and

insisting on that actually being a possible discipline, whereas all the other disciplines,

they have methods or boundaries for knowing specific things, which is, of course,

nice. But they will never spend time dwelling on not knowing. That's not their

mandate. [And I have this weird mandate to not do anything or at least try not to do

the way they would do it and resist and be weird about it. And I think quite early on, I

conceptualized this idea of, well, how can not knowing be a lazy way of being the

world, but also to resist, to use it as a tool, as a creative practice, just simply by

focusing on not knowing. And in many ways, it was a lazy way of thinking because I

was young, so I could not build on experience. But I could in some way orchestrate

my lack of experience. I could organize that into something quite nice, quite

ensuring.]

And I think that's actually why I also have cultivated slowness as something that's not

definable, because the point is to create a space in which people enter, people find themselves

or learn, not find themselves, but it is intentionally kind of an ambiguous space, [even though

I have very specific, even though there's a texture to it, as I said, that people get to know over

time and people more and more, like my colleague Paolo, who edited the first book with me,

we didn't agree on everything, but there were certain things that for us were so clear about

what was slow and what was not slow.]

- [But I really resonate with that because I really have my own agendas and clear

visions as well. But part I'm unable to share it, like I just don't know how, and other

part I don't really want to share. And I like the openness of it.] And I like to be
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informed back by others. [And I really think that, yeah, it's a great selfless learning

experience. Like if I really want to learn something, I'm holding back. And then I'm

really like, I don't know what the method of it would be, but just] for me not

occupying what things could be, like me not being the conductor. People really start

conducting things for me. That's quite nice and beautiful.

[Yeah. I mean, ] I like to be the conductor, I have to say, but I like to be the conductor that

invites other conductors in to conduct.

- [I'm the secret conductor.]

[Yeah. So, I mean, I think there's not a, I've never wanted this little research lab to be a thing

that somebody else, it's not to say that somebody else couldn't take it over at a certain point,

but then it would change. But I've never like, and that's maybe OK. But it is. Yeah, I don't

know, maybe, yeah,] maybe I'm less of that than you are, of that openness, I don't know if I

think about it, but…

- [But I also think that when I say that this is what I want and strive for,] I also have to

admit a certain failure, because I don't know how to actually be a human with a body

and a mind doing things and not projecting things, like I'm constantly doing, I'm

constantly making, I'm constantly… Doing stuff that takes up space. [And I think I'm

actually the kind of person who takes up a lot of space compared to other people in

different sense. But that's not really the goal in some way. Yeah. Maybe like, maybe

I'm spending a lot of resources creating a space that takes up space, but in that space

there's now lots of more space. Yeah. So] it's like this constant trying, failing, but then

also succeeding in that failure, if that makes any sense.

[Yeah, no, it completely makes sense.]

- [Yeah. That's good.]

[And it's like, it makes me wonder also, I mean, it's, I think for, I would imagine for both of

us, it's the same, like, I'm, I'm continuing to do a slow research lab because I still, it's still

unfolding for me. And it's like, I continue to learn and grow through it. And it's not like, so
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that's why I'm saying it would be so boring to say this is what slowness is and these are the,

these are the kind of thing. And actually I did that once with this, that colleague Alistair was

talking about. He said we have to publish this paper about like, what are the principles of

slow, we were talking about design. We published this paper about slow design principles.] I

mean, and the principles themselves are quite open. But at the same time, you wouldn't

believe how many people, students in particular, you know, like fixate, find that the paper is

still online, somewhere it was published, you know, and it's like fixate on this thing. They

still come back to it. They still say there are six principles of being slow, [you know, and it's

just like, it drives me crazy. It's like, that was like a, that was like a thing that we did like, you

know, 15 years ago. ]

- [I think it's very much the same with listening because listening has become, I don't

know, recently within maybe the last 50 years, a thing that people do write articles

about and try to come up with principles for, frameworks for. And whenever that

happens, people do really easily fixate on it, sometimes in a beautiful way. Like, for

example, the works of Pauline Oliveros, that is really enabling a lot of people in a

very powerful, beautiful thing. But then you have a lot of people saying, oh, this

thing is this deep kind of meditation and always fixating on the deepness of it. And

it's beautiful, but that's one facet of multiple others. But you mobilize a lot of people

in that direction in the minute that the people find themselves able to actually fixate.

Like, there's an urge.]

And that's the urge of knowing also.

- [Exactly. I forgot to say that. That's perfect.]

[Yeah. Yeah.]

- [And of course, you can fix things.]

[Yeah. Yeah.]

- [And it's only a temporal way of knowing and that's fine. I think everybody knows

that that's what we do for now. That's it. That's Trinity. That's a way to understand it
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for now. Very useful for now because we are in a specific time, a specific place where

that way of knowing it makes really good sense.] But then the task is to let go again

and keep doing that.

[And that's why what we experienced with jesper’s piece is like, it was a different, you can't

define what the listening context was. I mean, you can't define what happened in terms of

listening. First of all, because it happened differently for everyone. Like how slowness

happens differently, is experienced differently for everyone. But also because it was a new,

yeah, it was a new configuration and there was something.] But it wouldn't have happened if

there hadn't been the trust that you talked about, if there hadn't been this attention and deep

care. [Even what I was doing with his back and like, you know, that was just so for me, so

natural to be doing that, to be caring for him in that way. But like if that wasn't, if that wasn't

happening and then he was getting more and more stiff and uncomfortable, it also would have

broken the... So somehow there was just a flow. I mean, talk about flowing.] Somehow there

was a flow in trust, but also a trust and the trust in not knowing. [I mean, like he said, like he

was really like, when he woke up on Saturday morning, he was like, oh fuck, like this is like,

okay, it's happening today. So, yeah, it's even with his own piece that he knows, you know, so

well and that has been performed and other, you know.]

- [That's a great example of also like Jesper as a person, like the ability to let go. Like

personally, I'm also struggling with that, like the ability to forget and let go and allow

new things to come in. But I really felt with the performance that he demonstrated in

that moment again and again and again, a willingness and ability to actually let go and

discover a new. So, applause.]

[Yeah, it was really special. And also like, I don't know what time it is. And also like, oh,

yeah, I think it's fine. Yeah, I'll go soon. Yeah, and it's sort of I was I was saying to him when

we went to the bathroom together earlier, it's like to, I don't know, it also has to do with trust

and trusting oneself. And I think you're maybe you're well, there's a lot that you can trust

about yourself and we should be able to trust ourselves. But it's like to really realize like that

I'm in a stage of my existence where I'm like. There is like a base of there's a foundation of

knowledge, like I can come to something like this and not not prepare. I mean, not prepare so

much, you know, or not have to like. ]
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- [But I think for me, there's also a methodology. Yeah, because] if you are allowed to

prepare yourself, then you're also allowed to unknowingly fixate yourself. [Yeah,

because you prioritize what you want to say. And of course, when you don't prepare,

then you also perhaps just there with your bias within you. ]

[Yeah, there has to be some. Yeah, there has to be some. It's I mean, you did prepare. There

was a preparation, but the way you held the preparation was such that I didn't feel like a stress

to like sometimes when I'm having to I'm giving a lecture or like giving a lecture or

something, and then I'm like, I got to get my slides together and I got to figure out like the

narrative, you know, what am I going to what's the story I'm going to tell with this 40 minute

lecture, whatever, you know, and] then you're preparing and you want it to because you want

to transmit ideas and you want it to be clear and legible for people also. [And interesting and

yeah,]

- [ but it's also yeah, that that that in that meeting with somebody else,] whatever you

have prepared will be challenged. Also by yourself. Yeah. But you will alternate at the

last minute. [Is that everything? Then the way of everything. So in some way to like

find this balance of not encouraging your bias that is just within you all the time, also

to understand yourself, but] also not allowing a certain projection to stand on check is

to really encourage the meeting and encounter in the moment.

[But that's what I mean about having standing on a kind of a foundation of knowledge, even

though it's about knowing] and standing on a foundation of not knowing as well, [ I should

say, I should say so that it's that there is like an implicit there is or ] there can be an implicit

trust. Trust also trust in myself, trust in the situation. [I mean, you were a completely easy

person to trust and you did everything so well that it's like not every situation would not

every situation would be like that. Some things might not have been as well planned or as

well cared for. So, yeah, again, that's a real testament to what you did not to keep giving you

more material. But but it's yeah, the. So I love that. I love what you're doing with Bureau for

Listening, and I think it's I think and I hope that it really that it continues and you find the

means to to continue to cultivate it and also, you know, get the financial support you need and

everything. That's that's always, you know, still a challenge. You know, it's it's I mean, I have

that as well. It's still a challenge.]
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- [I'm going to say thank you. And the exact same to you. Hope that slow research that

continues to end somewhere. Yes.] Is this something that you rarely share or rarely

say out loud about both listening and slowness and being together? But that is for you

a difficulty, something that you return to, but don't know what to do with. Something

that you're in this conversation has secretly been holding back on. And we don't need

to respond to it.

Just something to think about. Oh, but you do want me to respond.

- [Maybe just, you know, like, like drums or like a flash, because we don't need to do

something about] we don't need to fully understand it. Maybe it's really just a question

for you to take with you.

[It's just that I'm I'm getting like I feel and I mean, I really tangibly feel how I get better at it

all the time. So it's like] maybe the thing it's not something I'm holding back, but that maybe

there are still some things I don't trust, but I'm I'm more and more aware I'm more and more

aware of them and I'm building. So it's it's like it's always constantly loosening, opening, like

what I was saying about the inner dimensions of listening [or, you know, it's always kind of

do you think now]

- [just reversing? Because ] do you think there's a tipping point where you are too good

at trusting, too good at what you do and too comfortable with what you do, whereas

you might not know, but you're actually hindering it?

I don't think so.

- [We don't think so. Well, that's that's interesting that you don't think so.]

[I don't think that I'm.]

- [Not that you are there yet, but do you think this is such a tipping point?] Can you be

too slow, too caring?
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No, because there's always discernment for me. [There's always like and that's just me. I'm

that's like I'm I'm very good at like kind of I don't want to say like kind of like reading

situations and people and intentions. And I don't I don't know. It's sort of like I'm I'm I think

so. And I can tell like the thing I was saying about an audience or I mean, I can tell like when

even in a smaller room full of people,] I can tell where there's resistance or I can tell where

there's friction or and not that friction is a bad thing at all. [Friction was one of the words in

the margin of our first book. Very important thing. But but then, you know, so it's. And then

sometimes that creates more friction and you think like, oh, I'm not going to like, oh, isn't this

working or it's not? And yet like the you know,] the seed has been planted. So maybe that

person is not like that or that or the situation is not exactly as beautiful and slow as you want

it to be. But somewhere a seed has been planted and something else is going to germinate and

generate something else. And you don't have to know. It's another thing that's very freeing

when I talk about liberating. It's like you don't like that. I don't have to know where my ideas

go when I publish a book and they go out and I don't know who's listening [and I don't have

to be like not that active on Instagram, but I know like there's tons of stuff out there and you

never get tagged, you never get in. It's like I also don't need to be, you know, I'm not I'm not

those aren't the metrics by which I'm like like I was saying to you about whether there was

nine people here or there were 19 people or there were 30. It's like I'm not those aren't the

kind of metrics that I'm judging, like the the intensity and the intention and attention of a

meeting and how the impact that it has. ]

- [And I completely forgot to show you a book of mine, not of mine, but but from two

artists called Tobias Kirstein and Klaus Haxholm, it's called Handbook in Aggressive

Listening. And then they are they're like wonderful people trying to what if we did

something in public space where the consequences and traces of which we do not

know what are, how is that a concept of aggressiveness? How is this battling the

stream of everyday life or the stream of this colonial cityscape with sound in a

specific way? How is doing these things where we as artists do not need to know

what's going to happen? How can we really let go and call that aggressiveness? And

not of course aggressive.]

But why did they use this word aggressiveness to describe it?
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- [I think in the mix between provoke, to make people really understand the limitations

of what they're knowing. They're attacking what you know.] They're attacking your

ability to figure out stuff. [But at the same time, also because they are perhaps

knowingly know how much they do actually alter the world. They do actually

radically affect people. Like they are in some way committing a violent intersection

into the city. So they are in some way very aggressive. Yeah. Yeah. I forgot to.

Yeah.]

[Well, next time.]

- [And one last thing. Yes. How do you feel right now about this conversation? Are

you all right? Is is there something that you are curious about?]

[Ah, something I'm curious about.]

- [ Or that you need to voice out or ground to the table or.]

[I don't I don't think so. I'm not sure how well I performed in this conversation, but but it'll

be interesting to hear, see how the transcript like, you know.]

- The beautiful thing is that the transcript will be fragmented. [So one thing is all that

we talked about.] But the sense of the unknowingness that we have been talking about

will be very present in this conversation.

[But that's but see, so that's maybe something that was not present. Like and I heard you say

that before and I appreciate that. You said that also about our conversation, the transcript

from that conversation. You know, I do the same thing with my podcast. And it's interesting

because I interview people who I want to talk with and who I think have some insights. ] And

I'll talk to them for like usually two to three hours, sometimes two conversations, whatever.

And then I transcribe everything by hand. Like I listen, I transcribe takes like 30 hours, you

know, for like three hours. And then I get into like this Dr. Frankenstein, like now I'm

making the puzzle. Like how is the listener? What is the experience that I want the listener to

have? [ I mean, they'll have their own experience, but how is the what is the arc of this

conversation? And then I take pieces from that toward the end, but the beginning and I make
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a whole and I have this audio engineer who's like, thank God he he enjoys the process

because it's really like because I give him very specific, you know, then this this pause cannot

be there. And this, you know, so that's maybe something that I don't reveal and that people go

like, wow, your podcast is like in the way this conversation flowed. And it's like, yeah, but I

would never I would never. I don't think] I would ever be a person to publish just like to have

a talk, and we're just going to put this online for people to listen to, because I think there's an

idea you want to cultivate. It is about cultivating or it is about for me, it's about respect for the

listener. That's it.

- [I want to because in some way I want you to be critical about this,] because how can

you know what the listener needs and wants and what kind of care are you in a

position of exercising?

[No, it's true, ]

- [because I think I'm I'm thinking about the same issues as you. But in practice, I'm

doing quite the opposite. ] I'm really trying to make a material that is not necessarily

nice for the reader, but very confronting, it's fighting back. But for me, because it's

poorly made in some way, because there's so many fragments and so many holes and

blanks, the reader has all the power, or maybe not all. But at least I feel that I become

the submissive and the reader is the only one who can decide if this makes sense or

not. And whatever sense we have is lost for the reader and the reader have to recreate

all the sense making, [because I don't I feel not insecure, but I don't want to project a

certain meaning. I don't want to project.]

[That's why I'm saying that] this goes back to your question about something I'm holding

back, because maybe it is that I'm still too much trying to curate the experience.

- [And for your benefit, you do it very well. It's a wonderful creation. It's a wonderful

editing you do also with the books. ] So there is a lot of care. [Yeah. And it's very nice

to be the receiver. But but but for me, when does something become too nice in terms

of what you want for the receiver to get out of it? And we live in a society where, for

example, like our phones are the best example. ] They are made so smoothly that you

cannot really resist it. [And maybe like also with text and what you're listening to in
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podcasts, ] sometimes things are edited so nicely that it just melts into you. You are

unable to resist it.

[But see that is part of it's part of but it is part of] because it's part of the attention economy or

whatever they call it, because I want people to listen. And I know when someone is saying

my guest is saying, ‘you know’, too many times [they're going to switch it off. And I want

people to listen because I know their ideas there. I know that they're going to reach into this.

Things are going to reach into people. And I don't need to know how. Like I said,] I don't

need to know how, but I don't want people to get turned off by the audio quality or by some

little piece of a conversation that's just like not that's like it was nice, but like, do they really

need to hear that? Like so that's what I mean. [It's like it is partly curating, but it's it's it's for

me,] it's a deep respect for the listener and a deep desire for the listener to like go the whole

way, you know?

- [Yeah. And I totally respect that. But I really think it's a wonderful question about ]

what does it really mean to respect the listener? Because you can do that in so many

different ways.

What does it mean to respect the listener?

- [Yeah. Because of course, we should have that respect. It should never be

disrespectful. Yeah. And I don't know. Well, that was very interesting.]

[Mm hmm. Yeah, that was great. Yeah. Thank you so much.]

- [Thank you. Yeah.]

I'm curious.

- [So.]
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